Stay-behind

In a stay-behind operation, a country places secret operatives or organizations in its own territory, for use in the event that an enemy occupies that territory. If this occurs, the operatives would then form the basis of a resistance movement or act as spies from behind enemy lines. Small-scale operations may cover discrete areas, but larger stay-behind operations envisage reacting to the conquest of entire countries.
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History

Stay-behind operations of significant size existed during World War II. The United Kingdom put in place the Auxiliary Units. Partisans in Axis-occupied Soviet territory in the early 1940s operated with a stay-behind element.[1][2]

During the Cold War, the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) and the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) sponsored stay-behind networks in many European countries, intending to activate them in the event of that country being taken over by the Warsaw Pact or if a communist party came to power in a democratic election. According to Martin Packard they were "financed, armed, and trained in covert resistance activities, including assassination, political provocation and disinformation."[3]

Many hidden weapons caches were found in Italy, Austria, Germany, the Netherlands and other countries, at the disposition of these "secret armies". The most famous of these NATO operations was Operation Gladio, acknowledged by Italian Prime Minister Giulio Andreotti on October 24, 1990.

The United Kingdom's Territorial Army regiments of SAS and Honourable Artillery Company provided such stay-behind parties in the UK's sector of West Germany.[4]

List of known stay-behind plans

- Auxiliary Units (United Kingdom)
- Attack on the WSA (Luxembourg)
- O&I (Netherlands) (The Dutch secret stay-behind organisation was the only non connected NATO organisation in Europe.)
- Operation Gladio (based in Italy, active in many countries)
  - Aginter Press (Portugal)
  - Lochos Oreinon Katadromon, or LOK (Greece)
  - Operation (Red) Sheepskin (Greece)[3]
  - Austrian Association of Hiking, Sports and Society (OeWSGV, also: ÖWSGV) (Austria)
  - Plan Bleu, La Rose des Vents, and Arc-en-ciel (France)
- ROC (Norway)
- SDRA8 and STC/Mob (Belgium)
- Bund Deutscher Jugend – Technischer Dienst, or TD BJD (Germany-West)
- KgU - Kampfgruppe gegen Unmenschlichkeit e.V. (A secret stay-behind organisation of West Berlin against the GDR 1948-1959 with strong support of CIA)[5][6]
- Özel Harp Dairesi (Turkey)
- Nihtilä-Haahti plan (Finland)
- Projekt-26 (P-26, Switzerland)
- Werwolf (Nazi Germany)
- Regional Force Surveillance Units (Australia), non-secret units of the Royal Australian Corps of Infantry with officially acknowledged 'stay-behind' duties.
- Arla gryning and Informationsbyråns ('IB') in Sweden.
- Operation Tracer (Gibraltar)

See also

- Clandestine cell system
- False flag
- Japanese holdout
- Long-range reconnaissance patrol
- Partisan militia
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